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About This Game

Open the world filled with amazing jelly heroes, who are ready to fight till the last breath! Jelly Wrestle is the game for all who
love to take part in the unbelievable battles, learn something really new and have fun at the same time. Explore three game

modes to open all the opportunities of your hero: every stat can be upgraded! Choose your hero by its funny appearance, or test
its skills to learn more. Unlock fantastic fighting locations and face your rivals. Strike exact, use your superpowers, parry and

evade the incoming attacks. Let the strongest win!

Features:

True fighting in the fairy jelly world atmosphere
12 unique characters with their own story
Upgradeable characteristics and strikes

3 interesting game modes (including the real storyline)
3 fantastic locations

Chance to feel like a real master of martial arts
Become a real guru of jelly combat training in Jelly Wrestle!
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First, let me say that I'm aware it's an early access game.

PROS
- Fresh take on FPS. Unique.

- Decent amount of character customization for an echolocation based game.

- Good for a quick game session.

- Botted games. Pretty sure there are bots in my lobbies, at least...unless people are changing their steam names to
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 with me. This helps increase longevity.

CONS
- Spawns suck. You'll spawn right next to people a lot, and either immediately get trampled before you can do anything or you
will trample the person next to you before they can react. The spawn system is one of this game's biggest flaws imo.

- Rewarded for death. When you die, you get to pick one of two items to help you in your new life. Some examples of the
choices are SNIPER RIFLE or ROCKET LAUNCHER, SMOKE BOMBS or DECOYS, and BURST RIFLE or FLAKGUN
(shotgun). There is no reason to reward people for playing badly. It's kind of stupid that I can get steamrolled and then spawn in
with a rocket launcher just to end a guy who's been doing really well just because I got killed and spawned with a free bazooka.
This should be looked at.

- Not enough weapon variety. There really should be more weapons for an FPS. As it stands, I believe there are a total of 5 or 6
weapons in total (not including the decoys or smoke bombs). Maybe add some proximity mines, grenades, etc...adding grenades
would also help combat cornercamping in small rooms.

- Only FFA game mode. Add team deathmatch AT LEAST. Make teammate character models light up blue and enemy ones
light up red or something. This could also help with the godawful spawns.

- No tutorial. It's not hard to get a basic grasp on the fundamentals of this game, but having a tutorial would be nice...even if it's
just a page at the main menu that explains things with pictures. For example, let players know how to stay quiet, what makes
their location ping, what right-clicking does, etc.

OVERALL
It's okay. It's a fresh take on the FPS genre but still has a long way to come before I can reccomend it to others.. Not bad for a
card-game, in game you have to make many decisions and can't regret, i don't know if I made the right choice, the queen of Mi's
son will not die. but this is the game, very good one;
At last, Geralt and Dandlane come out help the queen, that's very nice.. I personally liked this game. But there are problems with
it obviously so....

Updated:

This game is unique one at best. In my personal opinion, it's enjoyable to a point. There are problems with the game.

Problems:
1. It somewhat a confusing system to operate and well one of the people don't want to work together which could cause you
problems or shelling out imaginary money to get one actor that will fly to the tibets and screw you picture up.
2. Other studios will beat you to the best actors and directors and everyone. Which makes it impossible to make a picture that is
going get you money.
3. It's an average looking game.
End of list for this update.
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The main\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of my problems are gameplay related. HOWEVER I really enjoy the game..
It's been a while since I last played this game, so I don't remember much about it. What I do remember is that I enjoyed it and
want to see the full version of this. Keep up the good work!. Wasn't even worth the 80 cents I paid for it.... +300 level up. O que
falar de Hare...
Hare \u00e9 um jogo muito divertido, tem um gameplay fren\u00e9tico e possui variadas formas de gameplay, possui uma plot
que te faz querer chegar at\u00e9 o final e tem um otimo grau de dificuldade, gostaria de parabenizar aos desenvolvedores por
criar um jogo que trouxe a mim algumas memorias da minha infancia, quando os jogos eram bons.. Simplicity can be a good
thing. Just not in this case.
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Sounds like the original OST but remastered ;). Pretty good mystery\/horror game. Consist of two main routes, each of them
containing a part of the story necessary to understand what's going on. I was expecting some grand finale, aka true ending 3rd
route but sadly it doesnt have that.
Not that it matters too much, the game is perfectly fine and enjoyable as is.. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. This game is a case of "great
concept, poor execution".

In Payroll, you assume the role of an office drone. The game is meant to feel like a windows 95 era throwback, and captures the
spirit of the era with it's simple mechanics and 256-color graphics. Unfortunatley, that's about all it gets right.

The gameplay is frustrating, and you are only given the most cryptic of indications of what you are supposed to be doing. Every
character "speaks" in a manner reminicant of the adult dialogue in a Charlie Brown cartoon. The tasks are menial, and there is
pretty much zero fun to be had. You're better off watching old reruns of "The Office". I really can't find a single reason to
reccomend this game to anyone. Don't waste your time.. This game is poor... offers few options for weapons and a few updates
for them.
Any "defense" game made in flash more fun that iBomber Defense.. its not like most games where you have to pay to play, its
actually based on skill and choice making. 8\/10 for the occasional unbalanced teams
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